
www.frostgenealogy.org -- New Person Information Form

You can use this form to submit information about a person who should be in the genealogy, but isn't. You can use this form in 
several ways. You can fill it out on your computer and submit it by e-mail by clicking on the "Submit by e-mail" button, below. Or 
you can print the form, fill it out, and mail it to us at: 
  
 David Ehnebuske 
 28 Sabrina Ct 
 Holmes, NY 12531 
  
Please provide as much of the information as you can and, if at all possible, include sources for the information. It's not that we won't 
believe you without sources, it's that to have a credible genealogy website and to make the website a useful resource to 
researchers we need to have good sources for as much of the information as possible. 
  
Thanks for your interest in our genealogical website  and for taking the time to contribute information to it. 
  
David Ehnebuske and Evelyn Frost Rush

Person's first/given name(s): Last/surname: 

Person's Title: Person's name suffix: Person's nickname:

Father's first/given name(s): Last/surname:

Mother's first/given name(s): Maiden name:

Person's birth date: Birth place: Sex:

Living? Death date: Death place:

Burial date: Burial place:

Spouse's first/given name(s): Last/surname:

Marriage Date: Marriage place: Divorce Date:

Spouse's first/given name(s): Last/surname:

Marriage Date: Marriage place: Divorce Date:

Source(s):

Other 
Information:
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David Ehnebuske and Evelyn Frost Rush
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